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ABSTRACT
The dynamic behaviour of pig anti-Dnp-immunoglobulin (IgG) investigated
by the neutron spin echo technique gave evidence of internal motion of a
biological macromolecule. It is suggested that this motion belongs to the
wobbling of the Fab parts of the investigated IgG molecule around i:-s so call
ed hinge region.

АННОТАЦИЯ
С помощью метода нейтронного спинового эх« исследовано динамическое по
ведение молекулы анти-Опр-иммуноглобулина (IgG) свиней. Показано существова
ние ьмутреннего движения исследованной макромолекулы, что связано со случай
ным блуждающим вращением Fab частей молекулы вокруг связывающего их с Fe
частью "шарнирным" участком пептидной цепи.

KIVONAT
Sertés anti-Dnp-immunoglobulin (IgG) dinamikáját vizsgáltuk neutron
spin echoval. Első Ízben sikerült belső mozgást megfigyelni biológiai makro
molekulán. A megfigyelt mozgás jól leírható az IgG Fab részeinek a kapcsoló
dási pont körüli elfordulásával.

INTRODUCTION
The structure of IgG type immunglobulin molecules has widely been in
vestigated [1] and it appears that the amino-acid sequence in the IgG mole
cule is loosely packed. The molecule consists of three weakly connected
distinct parts: two of which (so called Fab) are elongated, while the shape
of the third one (Fc-part) is more sophisticated, having a hole in its middle
region [2]. As a whole, the IgG molecule has either a T-shaped or, so called
shirt-shaped form [3]. It is thought that the shape of the IgG molecule has
a meanino related to time average only, and various types of intensive in
ternal motion (wagging and twisting of the three par^s, or conformational
motion of the amino acid chain) were assumed.
This raises two crucial questions: first, what is the dominant type of
motion?

Second, does the internal motion of the IgG molecule play an impor

tant role in its function?
In an attempt to answer these questions, the nanosecond fluorescence
polarization technique was recently applied [4,5]. In these experiments fluor
escent chromophore E-dansyl-L-lysine groups were specifically bound to the
binding sites of antidansyl antibody, and the emission anisotropy of the
bound dansyl group was measured as a function of time following excitation
by a nanosecond light pulse. The decay of the initial polarization value
may be due to the rotation of the dansyl group itself but also to the wagg
ing and wobbling of the Fab parts and to the rotational diffusion of the IgG
molecule as a whole. The results above indicated that the decay of fluor
escence anisotropy involved two rotational correlation times: the long corre
lation time corresponding to the global tumbling of the molecule, the short
er one representing a flexible motion of the Fab parts [4]. However, this
interpretation has been somewhat revised [5], viz. the longer correlation
time is said to be related to the wagging and wobbling motions of Fab parts,
with the shorter one representing either the flexibility of the variable
domains of the molecule around the hinge region of the constant and variable
domains' peptide chains or the twisting of the Fab part around its long axis.
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The flexibility properties of IgG molecules could better be elucidated
using neutron scattering which provides information not only on the time
dependence but also on the momentum dependence of the process. This would
give space - time information on the motion of the a~ms. In the simplest
approach the flexibility should show up in the X-dependence of the effective
diffusion constant defined as the ratio of the inelastic linewidth Г to the
square of the momentum transfer

X

.D

e f f

« Г/^

I n

t h e

x - о limit, D

e f f

should be equal tc the macroscopic translational diffusion constant D

.

The resolution required in this type of measurement should be of the
order of nenoeV, and the momentum transfer less than 2 run" .
These requirements may be satisfied by the possibilities of the neutron
spin-echo spectrometer installed at ILL's high-flux reactor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies to dlnitrophenyl (Dnp) were isolated from sera of pigs
immunized by dinitrophenylated bovine immunoglobulin [6,7]. Precipitating
antibody was isolated from sera collected at an early phase of the immune
response [8,9]. This antibody belongs to the IgG immunoglobulin class
(M - 150 000). The preparations used in the present work were the same as
those used earlier [10].
Neutron scattering was performed on samples of 7.36 w.% and 3.68 w.t
antibody dissolved in 0.1 M NaCl sodium phosphate heavy water buffer,
adjusted to pH « 6.6 and on a 7.36 w.% solution to which 18 w.t sucrose was
added.
The antibody solutions were equilibrated by dialysis against the rel
evant buffer. Possible aggregates were removed from the solutions by centrifugxng at 6000g for 20 min.
In these experiments we used a 6 mm thick cell made of optical quartz.
The sample temperature was stabilized at 14°C.
The neutron scattering experiment was carried out on the neutron spinecho spectrometer (IHll) at the ILL [11,121: this spectrometer has an energy
resolution of about 1 neV at A = 8.4 A neutron wavelength.
The

spin-echo spectra were evaluated using a deuterated polystyrene

solid sample as standard elastic scatterer for calibration [12]/ tbat gave
a similar small angle scattering pattern to the investigated samples.
In addition, we determined the viscosity cf che solutions by a capillary
viscos.tmeter.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
At low x values the neutron spin echo signal as a finction of time was
found to correspond within the statistical accuracy to the pure exponential
decay exp(-rt) characterizing the Lorentzian lineshape [11]. At high X values,
however, there were signs of deviations (see Fig. 1) and the superposition
of two or more exponential functions seemed to give a better description.
Since this deviation was not too pronounced, we determined Г by least
squares fitting the spectra to a single exponential form.
From the obtained г values we evaluated the effective diffusion cons
tant defined as the ratio of Г and the square of the momentum transfer X«
D

** = Г/ 2
eff
'x •

These D
values are given in Fig. 2 for different solutions as a
function of the momentum transfer. Unfortunately the X •+ О limit of D _..,
the macroscopic translation diffusion constant D , is poorly known. The X
range from which D
may be determined from neutron inelastic scattering
data is less than X = 1/R . As can be seen from Fig. 2 the accuracy and
resolution of the present experiment were inadequate for determining the
D
value.
f f

t r

However, recent data, obtained for non specific immonogolbulins in H.O
and extrapolated to zero concentration [13] permit one to estimate the
diffusion data for the given solutions, using the results of our viscosity
measurements. These D. values shown by the arrows in Fig. 2 are below the
observed D _- values. The only exception is the set of the points belonging
to the solution containing sucrose. In this case all measured points corres
pond within the experimental error to the value of D. .
At increasing X values one can observe a slightly pronounced maximum
in the D - versus X plot, beyond which the D -- values tend to decrease
with increasing X.
f

DISCUSSION
For quantitative estimation of experimental data two types of model
were constructed.
1.) The molecule has a rigid T-shaped form (rigid .idel) and the only
permitted motion, - apart from the translational diffusion - is the rotatio
nal diffusion of the global molecule.
2.) A wagging or conelike wobbling motion of the Fab arms around the
hinge region should be considered (flexible model). With this model the mo
tion of the Fc part was neglected. We supposed that the Fc part - having a
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•ore compact shape than the Fab ones [ 2 ] and being Inserted between theai
[3] - could not move so much as the Fab arms, consequently It gives a much
tiler contribution to the inelastic scattering intensity.
For both models the Fab parts were constructed from two prolate ellip
soids of revolution connected at the end points of their longer axea. Both
the total length and the thickness of the Fab arms were changeable para
meters. The Fc part was also represented by an ellipsoid of revolution whose
volume was equal to the volume of the Fab arm.
The corresponding scattered intensity distributions were computed using
the following formula Cor detailed deduction, see Appendix)i
-D
|(X,t) - e
t

2

X *
r

2

1

Í(2t+1)[2.A^(X) (1+Í-D ) +• 4A**(X) A^(X) P ^ o ) +

I
(la)
2

+ kj** iX) ]

• exp

(-1(1+1) D^t)

fox the rigid model and
2
|{X,t) - e

t

r

o)

2

2

E(2t+l)[2.A [ (Х) {(1-<Р (совв)'- ) • exp (-l(l+l)D t) +
J

1

£

2

o)

r

1

+ (l+(-l) )<P (cos0)> } + 4A [ (X) A^ * (X)<P (cosp)>P (o) +
1

1

)

2

+ A^ '(X) ]

l

1

(lb)

for the flexible model.
Here we used the following notationst
(i

A ^ (X) - fVXr)p
[ I ( X r ) p> ( r ) r d r
( i ,

2

1 1

о
( i - 0 for Fab region, i - 1 for Fc region)« J.(Xr) i s the i - t h spherical Beesel
function;

"i

1 } (r

> - V2TÍT PÍo<*>

is the l-th term of the density distribution of the Fab (i-0) and Fc (1*1)
parts expanded by the spherical harmonics; <Pg(cos0)> is the l-th order
Legem"re polynomial averaged over a cone inside which the Fab arm could be
oriented randomly with uniform probability. The cone is characterized by
the value of 6_,„
max which gives the maximum tilting angle of the Fab arm mwith
respect to its average value; a - is the total length of the Fab arm; ,D is the rotational diffusion coefficient of the whole molecule; D - is the
r
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rotational diffusion coefficient of one Fab arm around the hinge region.
The I(X,t) functions were evaluated using the above formulát at fixed X,
and at different t values, then these were estimated by exponential func(c) i
(c*
tions exp(-D féx't) in the same way as in the experiment. The D i(X)-D
f

curves were compared with the measured D f ~

n

f

experimental points (see

Fig. 3).
As was mentioned earlier, D
values were estimated from data obtained
for human IgG. However, other hydrodynamic data, viz. the values of sedi
mentation constants for different human and for our pig IgG differ by no
more than 3-5%, consequently the difference between the corresponding diffusional constants should be of the same order. It means that our estimation
of D
values is quite accurate.
The model -alculations were restricted to the solution of 7.33 w.% since
these data are the most accurate and were obtained over a wide X range.
As may be seen from Fig. 3 all three calculated curves give rise to
the estimation of experimental points more or less accurately, and to make
a choice between them on the basis of shape alone is almost impossible.
But there are several items of auxiliary information which help us to
decide which model is best able to describe the real situation.
Lee us first consiaer the rigid model. To achieve a good approximation
in this case we were forced to choose the value of the rotational diffusion
T
-1
coefficient D
1/1700 nsec
or, what is equivalent, to choose the corresT
ponding correlation time x_ = V D _ = 1700 nsec (see Table I).
ж

A body having anisotropic shape possesses several rotational diffusion
coefficients. Namely, a prolate ellipsoid of revolution has two rotational
diffusion coefficients D^ and D

. D, and D

( |

are the coefficients for rota-*

tional diffusion around the major and minor axes, of the ellipsoid, respec
tively.
The shape of the IgG molecule in first approximation may be estimated
by an equivalent ellipsoid of revolution since its length (i.f». the distance
between the tips of the Fab arms) is about three times greater than the
height of the Fc part and about five times greater than the thickness of
the molecul3. Moreover, from symmetric considerations it follows that the
main contribution to the form-factor arising in the inelastic neutron scat
tering ^ros: -section comes from the rotation around the short axes and only
a small contribution arises from the rotation around the longest one.
The ratio of D, to the rotational diffusion coefficient D of a sphere
of equal volume may be calculated from the ratio of the length of the major
and minor axes [4]. The D value we estimated through the hydrodynamic radius

- 6 (IL.) obtained fro« the Stokes-Einstein equation [14] giving a value IL. =
»5.54 nm. Choosing for the ratio of major and minor axes a value of 3.5
which is quite realistic and using the formula [5]
" -

kT

g-

(2)

T
we obtained т., • 1/D " 6000 nsec. This figure is much higher than came
from the corresponding model computation and this big discrepancy cannot
be explained by the roughness of our initial suppositions which were made
performing this estimation. On the basis of this consideration we could not
accept the rigid model as a realistic one.
At the same tine/ there are several arguments supporting the flexible
model with в_.„ * SO . Firstly, a recant observation by Valentine and Green
[15] using an ele-jtronmicroscope shows that the deviation of Fab arms from
the T-shaped fors> may achieve a value of 60°. Secondly, the correlation
time of the wobbling-type motion of Fab arms obtained from our model is very
close to that interpreted as a wobbling correlation time on the basis of
the nanosecond fluorescence polarization technique [5] (see Table III). As
a third argument we mentioned that the mean angle Í transversed by the Fab
arms is 24°, which v*lue ie again very close to the ? * 33° obtained by
Yguerabide [4].
D

n

The fact that the maximum value of « f ~
appears in the vicinity of
X., which corresponds to the cross-section of the two straight-line parts of
the small angle scattering intensity distribution given in the so called
Porod coordinates [1] (see insert to Fig. 2 ) , also indicates that the motion
mainly belongs to the Fab parts of the immunoglobulin molecule since - as
was shown earlier [1] -, above this X, value the main contribution to the
small angle scattering intensity came from the Fab part of the molecule.
e

t r

The relatively small deviations between our data and the cited data may
arise from our simplifying supposition that the probability of any deviation
of Fab arms Inside a given cone is uniform. It is more realistic to expect
that the probability decreases when the angle of deviation increases.
However, at this moment we do not possess any information about this proba
bility.
Finally, despite the very small number of experimental points belong
ing to the solution with sucrose, the fact that D .. in this case does not
exhibit any x-dependence is of great importance. This effect means that In
sucrose the additional motion either disappeared or becomes frozen-in,
since a simple change of the viscosity could change only to an equal extent
both the translatlonal and rotational diffusion.
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Unfortunately we have no idea of the true nature of this phenomenon,
we suspect only that the added amount of sucrose appreciably changes the
hydration shell of IgG molecules which, being polyampholite, get more strain
ed if the screening of charged groups by the hydration water decreases.
This decrease may arise since sucrose possesses many charged groups too.
In any case, measurement with sucrose demonstrates that for other solu
tions the additional motion observed at X « 1/R belongs to the motion
9
taking its origin from the flexibility of the IgG molecule.
Accepting the flexible model one should realize that the elastic small
angle scattering data represent only the average shape of the IgG molecule
since in the solution all allowed configurations exist simultaneously.
Recently it was clearly shown that this intensity distribution corresponds
to the T- or shirt-shaped form of the molecule [1], and the distance bet
ween the tips of the Fab arms was also determined [1].
The relatively intensive motion of the Fab arms may give rise to a
shortening of the average distance (X) between the tips of the Fab arms and
it is not obvious why the average shape of the molecule determined fror, the
small angle scattering intensity distribution corresponds to models given
in the cited papers.
To answer the first question we calculated the I value as a function
°f 6

m 9 V

using the Monte-Carlo method. The results given in Table III show

Шал

that the shortening is not appreciable even in the case of 3
* 50°. The
max
calculation of the average elastic small-angle scattering distribution in a
similar way is much more complicated so we were restricted to qualitative
considerations. First of all, the shortening of the T value is small, since
the weight of those motions of the Fab arms when they move to the opposite
direction is not negligible and in this case the distance between the Fab
tips remains almost unchanged. This type of qualitative argument could be
used when the average shape is considered. As has been shown [1] the shirtshaped model gives rise to a very similar small angle scattering pattern as
does the T-shaped one. As a result, all those situations when both of the
Fab arms are tilted to the Fc part do not alter the small angle scattering
intensity distribution. Consequently, the probability of a У-ehaped confor
mation is appreciably reduced.
Secondly, as we suspect-, the uniform probability of the deviation of
Fab arms does not seem to be alid. A bell-shaped probability distribution
reduces the accessible area of the deviation from the T-rhaped form.

-в CONCLUSIONS
During the course of our investigations we undoubtedly obtained the
first neutron scattering evidence of internal motion of a biological macromolecule. This motion was identified as a wobbling type motion of the Fab
arms of the Investigated pig anti-Dnp-immunoglobulin. This interpretation
is in accordance with the data of all other investigations. More extensive
measurements would give rise to more detailed information of the observed
internal motion.
Concerning the functional importance of the flexibility of the Fab arms
we could only guess that a flexible molecule more easily finds and binds
antigens than a rigid one.

APPENDIX
From the general Van Hove formulae we can write the intermediate cohe
rent scattering function
о n

-iXR,(o)

I (X,t) = I b X < e

"

(

jj'

j

3

iXR,,(t)

e

~

3

(A.l)

>

3

where R.(t) is the position operator in the Heisenberg picture for the j-th
nucleus at time t; b. is its scattering length. We are looking for differ
ent kinds of nearly macroscopic motions and so instead of the operators we
can write simply the position vectors. In dilute solvents the interference
between the molecules can be neglected, so we can sum up the scattering
functions independently. Let us divide R.(t) into two parts
R^it) - R(t) + rj(t}
where R(t) is the position of the centre of mass of the molecule; r.(t)
stands for the position of the j-th nucleus with respect to it. One can
assume that the diffusion of the centre of mass and the other motions, if
any, are not coupled, then the averages can be performed separately, and in
the case of simple diffusion [16], [17]

1

,

|(X,t) = < e ^ 2

U )

£

( 0 )

' > i b bÍT,<8
jj'
c

3

e

J

>

3

(A.2)
2

-X D

«e

t r

t ,

W

C

K

C

"iXr

I b^b., <e
jj'

j

3

(t)
J

1X^,(0),,

e

J
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To evaluate the second part let us expand 6

iXr.
' into spherical harmonics,

where r. belongs to one of the fragments;

p.

3

= .£ / Й Г Ш + 1 Г Ф, <е,Ф) j. (xr.)i

l

(A.3)

п

4=0

l

o

l

3

In this coordinate system (space system) the z axis is chosen to be parallel
to X.
Instead of the individual scattering length we can introduce p(r), its
density distribution function.

l^

3

- jp(r)d i

In our case the contrast was so great with respect to the D.O solvent that
,(r) can be considered constant inside the molecule, and zero outside it.
The F . (p
(r)) and F (p '(r)) fragments have an approximate rotational
symmetry around their long axis. Let us def'r- the body systems for the two
types of fragments with the z axis being the rotational axis. We can expand
p
(r) 1=1,2 in terms of the spherical harmonics

p — <r) ~Jp[ lr)4>
1m

a

n

<»,<P)

Because of the symmetry mentioned above we have no гего terms except when
m = o.
The connection between the body systems and the space system can be estab
lished by the rotational matrices [17], [18] D* , (Ф) which carry the space
•*
mm
system into the body system, «p is a short notation of the (а,6,у) Euler
angles. The IgG consists of two F ^ fragments and one F fragment all of
whose average relative positions are approximately known from elastic scat
tering studies [1].
Ф is composed of three successive rotations, viz. ч>,fl,Ф . u(t) gives
the orientation of the molecule as a whole, ß(t) the distortion around the
joining point if r(t) belongs to one of the F . arms, fi(t) » С if r(t) be
longs to F . ф
so

describes this T-like shape of the average relative position,

» for F , IT for the second F . arm.

iXr

J

=

1 Í Г 4
I V i . \ IV"
lT JAl>
Л ШÍ 1Ш1 J .7
i* X*>
D
m

V

f,.. 1 Г1*

|(ИГ>"
<„> K^K^Y^i*,*)

OMi

CA.4)

To perform the averaging we need P.,to ), the probability of p, at t«0 and
P(nt|fi ) the conditional probability of a at t^O if V. at t«0. For short
time intervals we can suppose a nearly isotropic rotation which depends onl}
r

0

0

-lO-

on the product Я fi, and can be described by the differential equation

D A P(Sl,t|fi ) = |^ P(Q,t|ß )
r

n

o

(A.5)

0

where D is the rotational diffusional coefficient of the arms. A
Laplacian. In this case [17]

fl

P(0 t|0 ) - J
f

2i+l )t^

o

D

(í2)

D

^* 2
( í

is tne

exp(-Mi+l> D t)

o )

(A.6)

r

m
A similar equation describes P(td,t|u> ) with the rotational diffusional
T
coefficient D for the whole molecule. For the sake of simplicity we suppose
an equal probability on the surface of a cone of an angle 0 for Pi(ß )•
Actually it would be enough to suppose that P,(tt ) depends only on 0 from
0

the (O,B,Y) Euler angles. For greater t P(íí,11í3 ) is not well described by
(A.5) - (A.6). We have corrected this by the asymptotic behaviour
lim P(£J,t|íl ) = P. (Л). As there was no resultant orientation P,(u) is cons-

z

o i

t-»-»

tant on the whole spherical surface. Supposing that there is no correlation
between fl(t) and Í1 when r(t) and г.э) belong to different F . arms, and
together with the asymptotic correction mentioned above we can calculate the
expectation value. One obtains

x 2

- ° -r

t
l n

1

|(X,t) = e

t r

1(21+1) [2A
ft

г

2

\

loJ

+ (1+(-1) )<Р (сов6)> } + 4 Ä J

•>

9

<X)4(l-<P,(coiß)>*) ехр(-Л U+1)D t) +
*
r

O )

я

1)

(Х)А^ (X)<P (cosß)>P (0) +
ft

(L

(A.7)
1

2

+ AJ '(X) ] ехр(-ЛЦ+1) D^t)

where
A

l

i ) < x ) =

Jv

xr)

l) {r) г2(3г

(A 8)

°l

-

and
<Р (СО80)>
г

P^icosß) P(Í2) dí2 = J Р (созВ)а(сО80)/(l-cosß )
г

COSfl

0

/

(АЛО)
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Assuming that the inelasticity comes mainly from the distortion of the arms,
-1(1+1)D*t
we can simply write 1 instead of é
.
Supposing a rigid molecule cosß » 1 or <P.(cosB)> - 1, then
О

,

2

-X D. t
t r

|(X,t)«e

0)

l(2t+l)[2b;

л»

,
(ХГИ+í-l)*) +
IA..11)

о)

+ 4к<

Table I.
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the viscosity

(X) A ^ ' í X ) Pj(0) + A *

1 1

2

(X) ] exp(-£(l+l) D*t)
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of 7.33 w% IgG solution

.X
r

3.

Rigid model
Flexible model (P , -20°)
max
Flexible model (в„ -50°)

4.
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max
E s t i m a t i o n by formula
Wobbling time a c c o r d i n g t o (5)
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